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Global Real Estate CRM Service Market Research Report, Growth Trends and Competitive Analysis 2021-2027
; Global Smart Tile Leveling Service Market Research Report, ...
Global social media marketing services market Research Report, Growth Trends and Competitive Analysis
2021-2027
There is increasing scrutiny around how science is communicated to the public, but what is the
relationship between how scientists report their findings and how media reports it to the public? A
study ...
Research papers that omit 'mice' from titles receive misleading media coverage
In a new research paper, Bill Campbell, Portfolio Manager for the DoubleLine Global Bond Strategy,
argues the explosion in cryptocurrency "money supply" could ultimately debase crypto coinage itself ...
DoubleLine Publishes Paper: "Are Central Banks Whistling Past the Crypto Graveyard?"
Job candidates are taking into account DE&I efforts and office return plans, which could complicate
media companies’ efforts to rebuild their workforces.
Media Briefing: How media companies’ DE&I efforts, office return statuses are affecting hiring
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Karin van Es, Utrecht University. 42. Mediatization and sexuality: An invitation to a deep conversation
on values, communicative sexualities, politics and media (2017). Sander De Ridder, Research ...
Media@LSE Working Paper Series
In this week's Community Newsletter, we talk about a participatory research study on burnout and get
meta with a study on participatory research itself.
Community Newsletter: Participatory research, burnout, sleep Kismet
Does the First Amendment still protect the press when it lawfully receives classified information
unlawfully obtained?
The Pentagon Papers case today
The DNA Data Storage Alliance, an organization of more than 25 leading companies formed by Twist
Bioscience Corporation, Illumina, Inc. and Western Digital together with Microsoft Research, today ...
DNA Data Storage Alliance Publishes First White Paper, Launches Website
The DNA Data Storage Alliance, an organization formed last year by Twist Bioscience Corporation,
Illumina, and Western Digital together with Microsoft Research, has launched its website and released
...
DNA Data Storage Alliance Makes Its Case in New White Paper, Website
Declan Owens, digital analytics expert for Piano, shares case studies from BBC, L’Equipe, and Le Monde
in using consumer data to create engaging content.
What media can learn from toilet paper about consumer research
Read our COVID-19 research and news. By Cathleen O’Grady May. 21, 2021 , 2:15 PM In 2011, a striking
psychology paper made a splash across social media, news, and academia: People used the ...
Unreliable social science research gets more attention than solid studies
slammed the mainstream media on Thursday for ... variants in animals, wrote a paper that MIT scientists
surmised was referencing gain-of-function research (making pathogens deadlier or more ...
Rand Paul: Mainstream media not asking Fauci the right questions about China lab, virus research
In a timely celebration of blended cultures & reclaimed heritage, cult Dutch fashion brand Daily Paper’s
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unique breed of Afro-centricity has arrived in London via a new flagship store. A springboard ...
Cult Brand Daily Paper’s New Flagship Brings Unique Afrocentric Promise To London
In the year 2021, the National Bureau of Economic Research decided that, for some reason, it was both
appropriate and necessary to provide a platform for a working paper that is literally ...
Economic Working Paper Entitled 'The Value of a Slender Spouse' Is Exactly As Bad As You'd Think
The Indian Institute of Mass Communication (IIMC), New Delhi, has invited research papers to commemorate
100 years of media education in India. The institute will bring out the April-June issue of ...
IIMC Invites Research Papers To Commemorate 100 Years Of Media Education In India
Study published in PLoS Biology shows that Alzheimer disease experimental papers that omit mice from
their titles are linked to more science news stories and gain greater visibility. The finding ...
Alzheimer disease research results over-hyped if science papers omit mice from the title
Texas A&M University ... about media’s trustworthiness. Given this confusion and disagreement, it might
seem unlikely that opinion journalism could be a positive influence. But our research ...
Local newspapers can help reduce polarization with opinion pages that focus on local issues
Thanks to the Internet, scientists now have access to an astonishing number of research papers,
scholarly journals and other papers. But according to new research conducted by James Evans, a professor
...
James Evans discusses why researchers cite fewer research papers despite having access to more.
And thank you for attending JP Morgan's 49th annual technology media and communications conference ...
President & Chief Financial Officer for Lam Research here with us today.
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